AIR OPTIMISER
PROBIOTIC COMMERCIAL CLEANING
Reduces Allergy Symptoms from Organic Sources
DENAA+ Probiotic Air Optimiser improves allergy management and helps
prevent skin and respiratory allergy symptoms. It is especially beneficial for
managing dust-mite allergies.
This simple to use yet highly effective preventative spray is powered by
beneficial, ‘good’ (probiotic) bacteria, naturally sourced from plants.

Spray - 300ml
Eco-friendly refill
- 5 litres

These helpful probiotics work naturally to restore a healthy microflora balance.
They safely consume bio-allergen triggers – dust mite faeces, pollen, skin
flakes, mould spores and organic waste – as a natural food source.
They also inhibit harmful bacteria, which reduces the risk of bacterial
infections. Unlike chemicals, this mechanical action does not cause harmful
bacteria to develop resistance.

Restores a Healthy Microflora Balance
When sprayed into the air, DENAA+ Probiotic Air Optimiser lands on textiles
and soft furnishings such as blinds and privacy curtains that are not easy to
clean. It also reaches into nooks and crannies and often missed places –
including keyboards and cracks in surfaces.

A+ rated for
respiratory
safety.

Plant-based,
no harmful
chemicals.

Room and
duct dispensers
available.

The spray is eco-friendly and has a long-lasting action. It is A+ rated and
scientifically proven to be safe and free from harmful chemicals and toxins.
The non-polluting formula improves the quality of indoor air.

INSTRUCTIONS
Maintain good general hygiene for best results. Shake before use. Spray DENAA+
Probiotic Air Optimiser into the air and lightly mist onto surfaces. Do not wipe. Use once
per day for the first five days then repeat once per day every three days. Can also be
sprayed directly onto surfaces, textiles and soft furnishings.

RECOMMENDATIONS
Do not use with products that may
change effectiveness.
For use on waterproof surfaces only.
Avoid contact with eyes.
Store in a dry place 10°C - 30°C.
Keep out of the reach of children.
This product is not a medicine or medical
device.

COMPOSITION

ASK ABOUT THE RANGE!

Water
Plant-Based Probiotic Bacteria
(Auto-Active Microorganisms)
pH Stabiliser
Aloe Vera Aroma
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